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Techniques and Processes 
For my technique I’ve chosen to learn on write about is film photography and 
the process of developing my own photos through a darkroom. To start with 
this process was daunting due to the fact I’ve never shot on a traditional 
camera with film nor have I processed my own film in a darkroom.


I am looking forward to experimenting with this technique though and learning 
how photographers used to and still do use this form of photography. What I 
like most about this method or practice of photography is the retro/vintage 
look that the photos have.


To begin with I started by learning about the camera body itself and how to 
load the film into the camera preparing it to start shooting, I also learned what 
not to do when the film is loaded in the camera such as not opening the door 
revealing the film, this is because the film reacts to light and if you expose the 
reel it makes all the film useless and wasted.


When out shooting I tried to take photos of things that I thought would have a 
vintage aesthetic to them and look good in black and white since that is what 
type of film we was shooting on.


For camera settings I left my shutter speed on 125 and adjusted my aperture 
according to the in built light meter in the camera. Other than needing to cock 
the lever each shot I found it very similar to what I’m used to shooting on.


When I reeled the film back into the canister it was time for processing the film 
ready for developing photos onto photographic paper. To do this the process 
has 5 parts


•To start with loading your film on a reel so it can be put into a canister tank 
with a funnel on top, this is done to prevent light interacting with the film.


•The tank is then filled with 2 separate chemicals and a washing process, the 
first one is the development (need to add time and agitation intervals)


•The second chemical is fixer (need to add time and agitation intervals)


•The last step is washing (need to add time and agitation intervals)


• Once all the above have been done it’s time to put the film in the drying 
cupboard 
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The Idea behind development is to convert the image in the exposed film to a 
real image. When the picture is taken, the silver halide crystals exposed to 
light change, but the change is invisible. Development converts these changed 
crystals to black silver, eventually bringing the dormant image to life. The way 
in which the image develops 
depends on a fine balance 
between the intensity of 
development (governed by 
developer strength and 
temperature) and the film. Even 
after development, the image is 
not actually visible. This is 
because the unexposed silver 
halides are still present in the 
emulsion which now has an 
opaque appearance. The fixing 
bath loosens these unexposed 
halides and makes them 
soluble in water so that they 
can be washed away to leave 
the visible silver image. The 
final washing of the film 
removes any traces of 
unwanted halides and residual 
chemicals.


The next steps are getting your photos 
developed onto photographic paper in the 
darkroom. To do this you take your now dry 
and processes film and load it into the 
enlarger, the enlarger is essentially 
Lightroom or postproduction, here you can 
adjust the size and clarity of the image, this 
is seen on an easel that the enlarger is 
projecting the negative onto.


Once the image is how you want it you cut 
a strip of photographic paper and use the 
timer on the enlarger in 5 second exposure 
intervals a total of 5 times across the test 
strip making sure to cover the photographic 
paper with some black card and adjusting 
each 5 seconds.
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This should give you a test strip with 5 different exposure times, 5 seconds, 10 
seconds, 15 seconds, 20 seconds and 25 seconds, doing this allows you to 
choose how long you want to expose the full image for and get the desired 
exposure you want. 


Once you have exposed your photographic paper to your image through the 
enlarger it’s time to bath your paper through 3 separate chemical trays to make 
your picture appear on the paper.


The first tray you put your image in is the developer tray and this is for 2 
minutes with constant agitation once the time is up you then move the image 
to the second tray which is a stop bath this is for (Can’t remember time) with 
intermediate agitation, once the second bath time is up it’s them moved to the 
final bath which is the fixer which is 2 minutes with no agitation required. Once 
all three baths are complete you place your photo in the washing tray for as 
long as possible, after the initial 5 minutes you can take your photo into the 
light on a tray to see the outcome.


Below is a typical darkroom setup diagram.
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While working in the dark room I decided to start experimen6ng with double exposure 
techniques not only to further my knowledge in the darkroom but to also use in my digital 
photography work. To start working on learning this technique I needed to choose two 
different photos, I wanted to start simple so I decided mixing a picture with some wri6ng in 
it or signs from my previous film shoo6ng sessions with paBerns. 
The pictures I decided to use for my double exposure were one of some wri6ng on a wall in 
the Walsall high street saying  “Have you found it yet?” With a smiley face at the end and a 
picture I took of the screensaver on my computer. 

From my previous experiments with double exposure 
I tried doing the same with my digital work. To test 
out how to do a double exposure in photoshop I used 
2 pictures of the same model in the same place with 
different poses, I edited both images with the same 
style in black and white and put both images into 
photoshop on top of each other, then I lowered the 
opacity of the top image un6l the boBom image 
came though and gave a nice ghost effect to the 
model. Pairing this way of doing a double exposure in 
photoshop with the black and white filter I put on 
both images I think it made the final outcome come 
out really well, the double exposure of the model 
gives the image a more in depth sense of emo6on 
coming from the models facial expressions than what 
it would with both images separate. 

The use of double exposure in my work has made me 
think of other ways to implement it with my old and 
future photos, I found it also gave a purpose to some 
photos I’ve took in the past but never used due to the 
fact I thought they weren’t impacKul in any way. 

For my first iconic picture I decided to recreate Mac 
Millers Circles album cover, because of the meaning 
behind this ar6st to myself I wanted to try and make 
my image as exact as possible with what I had in my 
disposal. What I really like about this image used on 
the album cover is the sense of emo6on in the two 
images that are part of the double exposure, the 
facial expressions from the ar6st are very mature and 
deep, it gives a sense of 6redness not in the literal 
sense but more of a 6red of situa6ons and things life 
throws at you and from the 6tle of the album going in 
circles and always ending back where you started. 
The Album by Mac miller was songs produced during 
the recording of his previous album Swimming but 
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didn't fit the style of the album due to him exploring musicality, melody and vulnerability 
rather than it being more hip-hop orientated. Unfortunately Mac Miller died from an 
overdose in September 2018 before the release of his album in 2020. Throughout the album 
Mac Miller acknowledges aspects of himself, either that he doesn’t feel capable of changing 
or things he thinks are ques6onable. 

The ligh6ng in the photo seems to be one key light to 
the right front of the subject poin6ng towards the 
subject on a head level and another light coming 
down on the subject from his front leW, their using a 
white backdrop or could be grey but due to the 
ligh6ng and depth of field it could be appearing 
more grey than white. 
I decided to setup the ligh6ng equipment the way I 
imagine it was set up and used a white background 
to see how it turns out to begin with, I used myself 
as the subject and used a remote app on my phone 
to control my camera, to start with I got the poses 
mixed up with each other due to the fact I was 
finding it hard to focus on each image individually in 
the double exposure, but aWer a few aBempts at 
geXng the poses to match I threw both images in 
photoshop aWer trying my best to match the black 
and white in the original photo and made my final 
double exposure. I was actually really happy with the 
outcome and decided that if I wanted it to match 
further id have to put my image on the album itself. 
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With my next image I took inspira6on from a couple different sources that are iconic and 
used my knowledge of double exposure to expand on an idea I was working on in my 
narra6ve project from my last unit. I thought the use of double exposure would add more 
depth to my last project idea and wanted to recreate it. 

My inspira6on stems from the narra6ve of a music video called 3 A.M  and another which is 
the second part to the first video 6tled Framed, both videos are produced for the ar6st 
Eminem for 2 separate albums, the videos directed by Syndrome follow a narra6ve similar to 
the gothic novel Jekyll and Hyde where the ar6st Eminem is playing two personali6es, one 
being a killer and the other in ques6on of what happening to themselves. I also took 
inspira6on from the promo6on photoshoots took for the music video  
3 A.M. 
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With these sources of inspira6on I 
wanted to combine the atmosphere, 
narra6ve and horror theme in general 
with my final image. This final image is 
a combina6on of 2 different images to 
differen6ate the difference in both 
personali6es in the same photo. You 
have the confused and in ques6on of 
who they are side personality and the 
killer side personality that is causing 
havoc when in control. The one image 
was shot in Cannock chase woods with 
a long exposure 6me to get a nice blur 
effect on the face of the subject and 
the other was taken with my studio 
equipment with only the one key light 
to bring the shadows out more and give the image a sense of atmosphere. 
I used a black and white filter to help the viewer make out that there’s two pictures, this was 
due to the brightness of the outdoor photo making the indoor photo get lost in the 
highlights and exposure. 
My final thoughts on my final image are that I’m more happy with the outcome with this 
than what I was with my previous work due to not knowing how to do double exposures. I 
feel the double exposure effect adds to the narra6ve I was trying to achieve and makes the 
image feel more complete in my mind. 
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My next image takes inspira6on from the last photoshoot Kurt Cobain did with Jesse 
Frohman and it narrates the late days of Kurt Cobains life, they were released aWer the 
ar6sts death and was published by Thames & Hudson in a book called Kurt Cobain: The last 
session and was accompanied by an interview that took place nine months before Kurt 
Cobains death. 

Since their was so many photos in the set I decided to only 
include two finals for my outcome, but with these photos I 
only wanted to recreate the style of the subject but use my 
own ligh6ng technique since I like more atmospheric 
ligh6ng in my portraits instead of a more fashion orientated 
ligh6ng setup. 

As you can see from the first image I went more with strong 
shadows and and the use of a black background, I used the 
one key light to accomplish this and the use of my favourite 
type of image edi6ng, black and white. 

I felt that wearing the t-shirt with one of the photos from 
the photoshoot Kurt Cobain did was a good idea to give an 
audience an understanding of where the image is coming 
from. 
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With the second photo it’s the same style but a different pose, 
I used the second image as well due to the fact the original 
photoshoot had mul6ple different photos, I didn't want to do 
all the poses or match the same amount of photos due to 
submission but I didn't want to submit just one due to the 
recrea6on process. 

 
With my final image I wanted to relate my work 
to current events going on in the world to 
show support for the Ukraine and the suffering 
the people from there are going through. My 
final iconic image took inspira6on from the 
Ukraine itself and a Ukrainian photographer 
called Diana Antoniuk who lives in 
Zaporizhzhia, Ukraine. Although her image is 
more narra6ve driven showing Pu6n 
controlling Russia like a puppet which is 
controlling Ukraine, showing the viewer that 
Russia itself is being isn’t to blame and that it’s 
the leader of the country which is making 
decisions that aren’t controlled by the people. 
The photo itself is taken in an outdoor loca6on with natural ligh6ng and from the brightness 
on the subjects a reflector may have been used to help illuminate the subjects. 
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With my photo I decided to use blue and yellow smoke bombs to symbolise the Ukrainian 
flag and I shot this photo in and outdoor urban environment in Liverpool during a 
photographer and modelling event that was taking place. 
I really like how cool this turned out with the scaling of the subject in the double exposure 
and the way how the smoke trails match up in each photo over lapping each other. 

Some other artists I took inspiration from for their techniques are Francesca 
Woodman, particularly the long exposure self portraits are really interesting 
and I like the atmosphere it gives off in the 
pictures. Francesca Woodman is known 
for her self  
portraits. But her pictures aren’t 

traditional self portraits, she is often half 
hidden or obscured, sometimes by 
furniture or the use of long exposure. 
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And another source of inspira6on was Jorge also known as Jeostramp on instagram  
Who does some amazing double exposure shots 
with natural ligh6ng. He’s located in Madrid, 
Spain. This photo is what inspired me to start 
doing my double exposures digitally the way I am 
now, I love the ghost like effect that you get with 
this way of doing it and the two separate 
emo6ons of the subject that he captures fit so 
well together. 

Going further into my experimenta6ons I decided 
to spend some 6me in the darkroom the further 
my knowledge of techniques to help me increase 
the quality of my digital work, from learning these 
techniques in the darkroom it helps you 
understand the process and how it works, this 
allows me to convert the skill into my digital work 
and learn new skills in that area too. 

One of my main focuses to begin with was the use 
of double exposure and combining images 
together to see what works and doesn’t work, for examples I 
have scanned these images into my computer to include in this 
document. 
This photo was of my screensaver on my computer, the reason 
behind taking this photo was to use in a double exposure 
experiment, I wanted to use the paBern as an interes6ng effect 
for other photos I had taken.  Below the screensaver picture is 
an image of a sign I come across in town and I thought these 
two images would be a good star6ng point to see what I can 
produce with double exposures in a dark room. 

To produce the double exposure I loaded the first pictures 
nega6ve into the enlarger and exposed it to the photo paper for 
five seconds, I did five seconds due to the original print being 
exposed for ten seconds, halving the exposure 6me allows me to 
load the other pictures nega6ve into the enlarger and expose it 
onto the photo paper without over exposing the first image 
giving me a final image of both pictures in a double exposure and 
both visible clearly . 
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The final outcome turned out as I wanted it to and by that I mean 
the paBern white areas turned fully transparent exposing the image 
underneath, this showed me how a double exposure works. The 
white areas will be the place where the second image will come 
through and the dark areas will block the visibility of the second 
image, using a lower exposure 6me would fade the blacks and make 
the other image more visible. 

With the knowledge I had learned I used another image with the 
same paBern and produced  two variants of a picture, one of them 
had less of an exposure 6me to test my theory of the blacks 
becoming more transparent and another with the same exposure 
6me as the first.  

As you can see from the above images the shorter exposure 6me makes the blacks more 
transparent and same exposure 6me as before creates a darker image. My favourite out of 
the two is the second one with the same exposure 6me as the original aBempt, I like this 
due to being able to see the paBerns in the final image more clearly. 
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One thing I was curious to try was dodging and burning in the darkroom, to do this you use 
an object such as your hand to block the light on parts of the image when you are using the 
enlarger to expose it to the photo paper, doing this technique allows you to control how 
exposed certain parts of the image turn out. An example 
would be this image I developed, as you can see the sky 
in the image is completely blown out and over exposed 
ruining the details in the image, to correct this we can use 
dodging and burning to bring detail back to certain parts 
of the image. 
On this image I used a thirteen second exposure 6me and 
with my second aBempt I would use the same, this is due 
to the 6ming being right for all the parts of the picture 
except from the sky. 

In the second image you can see how using my hand for 
just a short amount of 6me has brought back the details 
significantly but s6ll not enough for my liking so a third 
aBempt is necessary, for the third aBempt though I will 
bring my exposure 6me on the enlarger down from 
thirteen seconds to ten seconds to see if it helps me 
accomplish what I intended for the second outcome. 

For the third and final aBempt I will also be covering 
other parts of the image with my hand to try and make 
the train area of the image darker too, this is to try and 
bring some contrast into the image and make the blacks 
and whites s6ck out more from each other. 
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The third aBempt turned out a lot beBer and more detailed compared to the first two 
aBempts and is my favourite out of the three. From 
learning this technique I am now able to transfer 
the skill into my other photos and also it gives me 
the knowledge on how to correct errors or problems 
that happen while processing your own images in 
the darkroom. 

AWer doing this technique it made me wonder of 
other possible things I could do to make my film 
photos more interes6ng to look at, one of these 
ideas was the introduc6on of movement during the 
exposure of the nega6ve to the photo paper 
through the enlarger. Moving the photo paper 
during the exposure period produces strange effects 
to the final outcome that are interes6ng and adds a 
mysterious element to the work. 

The images below are three different prints of the 
same subject but each is slightly adjusted, the first 
one is just the composi6on normally without any 
interference from me and the next two are more 
cropped in and have different amounts of 
movement interference from me. The second one is 
just slight movement of the photograph paper and 
the last is movement throughout the exposure 
process. 
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From the results you can see the significant difference 
between all three images and how the act of just 
moving the photo paper while exposing your image 
has an enhanced effect on the final outcome of the 
photo. The outcome reminds me of a long exposure 
effect with movement added into the shot while taking 
it. 

During my breaks from the darkroom outside of 
college I decided to try some of these techniques on 
my digital work that I had done in the present and the 
past to see how much applying these techniques could 
enhance my final work, and example I thought that 
was very successful was combining three images that I 
had into one, previously the three images were 
separate and part of a Series. 

PuXng all three together like so has really added effect 
to the final outcome and enhanced the message in the 
composi6on, I think this single image composed of 
three has more meaning and defini6on in it than all 
three separate could do. 

Some other things I tried were long exposure photos of cars on the highway to get the light 
trails, this photo turned out really awesome for a first aBempt and had a real interes6ng 
effect to it with the long exposure technique used. 
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Going back to the darkroom and the photos I produced I mainly wanted to focus on 
photographing things that had a film aesthe6c to them and I could see being part of a film 
photo composi6on. 

This image of the escalator and the foot prints on the 
steps is one example of what I think suites the film 
aesthe6c and looks good in black and white. 
What I par6cularly like about this photo is that it’s 
simple but s6ll pleasing to look at, I enjoy the greys in it, 
the paBerns and the lines, it has a feeling of first person 
photography to it as in from the composi6on itself is off 
to the one side like the shooter of the image is standing 
on a pair of the painted footprints. 

The image at the boBom is taken in walsall high street 
of an old building that has a look to it that adds to the 
film aesthe6c of the photo like it was taken in the past, 
even though the photo was taken in 2022 from the look 
the process of developing the photo gives it makes it 
seem like the image is a lot older than it is. 
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Shoo6ng on film has given me a new found enjoyment in trying to create images that look a 
lot older and classic than they actually are an example I quite liked of what I have been 
doing is this photo of an alleyway in Birmingham that I 
photographed, the use of black and white over the photo 
instantly gives it an old style feeling to it and adding the 
grain further increases this effect. 

The choice of loca6on and subject to shoot also adds the 
effect of the loca6on being unknown, due to the tall 
building and even the fire escape going up through the 
photo makes the viewer think of an assortment of ci6es or 
places that have similar architecture. 

This project has also encouraged me to take my camera 
out with me wherever I go increasing the amount of 
images I have to work with for my projects. One thing I did 
start doing from taking my camera with me everywhere I 
go is taking more direct self portraits of myself, by more 
direct I mean using things such as mirrors and reflec6ve 
surfaces, added below is a few examples of said self 
portraits. I think this type of self portrait is more personal 
since you can see the camera in the shot giving it this 
direct communica6on of who the photographer is. 
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One last thing I tried during the darkroom was to convert my digital images into darkroom 
photo prints, to do this my photos are printed on to thin transparent paper, this is so my 
photo can act as nega6ve allowing light to pass through it onto photographic paper. 

The process is quite straight forward, placing my transparent print out onto the photo paper 
under the enlarger and using an exposure 6me of just under five seconds. The results of my 
first aBempt aren’t even visible from a ten second exposure 6me due to the photo paper 
turning completely black. AWer adjus6ng the exposure 
6mer to five seconds and re prin6ng my photo, I got 
what I would call my best darkroom processed photo 
yet. The print itself was across the whole piece of 
photo paper and came out very clear and crisp, the 
sharpness from the full frame camera I took it on 
made it look amazing. 

Now I understood how to perform the process and 
get a good result I wanted to try and replicate my 
result onto another image I had printed onto 
transparent film. Using the same exposure 6me as 
the last print I began processing my second photo 
and got my results,  which were as good as the first 
print. Now knowing that I’m geXng consistent 
results I put the rest of my images through the same 
process and the results are below. 
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Now have done all my prints I wondered how I could 
further my experiments with this process, I decided 
on trying to combine it with a previous process I had 
learned in the dark room by using two different 
nega6ves to create a double exposure.  
Instead of placing both films on top of the photo 
paper together I decided to do it the way I did my 
nega6ve double exposures by placing the one and 
halving the exposure 6me, so instead of doing five 
seconds I did two and a half seconds repea6ng this 
for the second film. 
The results aWer I washed the photo off were 
surprisingly good for my first aBempt and I was 
pleased with the results. 

What I’ve enjoyed about the dark room and my 6me 
in there for this unit is the fact that its so technical 
and it felt like learning from the beginning again. I 
admire the whole process from beginning to end, 
going out and taking photos you can’t review aWer 
taking them was exci6ng because I had to take them 
back and develop them before being able to see 
them for the first 6me. I respect the fact that old 
school photographers had to do this as the only 
choice they had at the 6me and I can see where a 
lot of crea6ve techniques are inspired by the dark 
room process. 

Here is the example of a print that came out too 
dark, this print was just 7 seconds of exposure 6me 
showing how thin the film is making it easy to over 
expose during the process. 
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Stakeholder Brief 
Us as Stakeholders in your business Connahwm Photography would like you 
to produce a selection of portraits in a portfolio presentation style that you 
would show to potential future clients. This work must be of your highest 
standard in order to show your clients that the product you are delivering to 
customers is of a standard that represents the price of your time and work. We 
would like to see a range of different models in your work in different outfits 
and locations. We look forward to seeing the work you produce.


In response to this brief I will produce a portfolio of high quality final images 
that I would show to clients during an interview situation, the work being all 
portraits I want to focus my work on the people I’m photographing.


For my work I plan on doing mainly outdoor shoots and using natural lighting, 
this is due to wanting my images to have interesting colours or shapes going 
on in the background, even though i’ll be shooting on a low aperture for the 
bokeh effect around the subjects the use of something like an urban 
background will add more appeal for the portfolio style I want to go for.


So my plan for my final images is to shoot in an urban environment, either 
Liverpool or Birmingham, Birmingham due to the darker colours on the 
buildings and Liverpool because it’s the opposite as in there’s  more colours 
going on in the architecture. I’ll be using my Sony A7riii as my primary 
shooting camera with a 35mm wide angle prime lens due to it being my 
favourite portrait lens.


For the images themselves I want them to be striking and colourful with good 
clarity and sharpness, I want them this way due to wanting a professional look 
to the images that will stand out when showing potential clients.


Before doing the shoot I will do research into other photographers who have a 
similar style to the one I have visioned for my final images to give me ideas on 
editing styles, angles and poses. 
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Geoffrey H. Short is a photographer who is based in New Zealand who did 
some very interesting explosion photographs that were controlled by 
professional technicians, what I 
like about these images of 
Geoffrey H. Short are the details 
in the smoke off the explosions 
and the colours within the 
smoke from the explosion it 
brings a very interesting subject 
to photograph and is something 
I’ve not seen much of.


From these pictures it has gave 
me an idea of using smoke 
bombs in some of my final 
images to bring some interesting 
colours to a portrait image, 
doing something like this would 
make my image stand out like I 
intend it to.


A cloud of smoke consuming the subject with different colours with a smokey 
background would have great effect in a portfolio and showing clients a variety 
in my portrait styles. Another element of of these photos is the contrast in the 
colours, it makes each colour stand out adding a visual capture effect to the 
subject being photographed, this would be a good combination with the 
subject I plan on photographing due to the enhancing of the visual aspect of 
the image on the human eye.


It also makes me think of using object that my subject can use or hold to make for a more 
interes6ng photo such as flowers or a 
glass with something in it. 
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Tereza Vlckova is a photographer from the Czech 
Republic and does amazing portraits of people, as 
you can see from this first image she makes the 
subjects in her photos pop out from the 
background, this captures the audiences 
aBen6on on the subject where it’s aimed to be. 
Just because she makes her subjects pop doesn’t 
mean she ignores the background though, she 
uses high contrast and a lower exposure on the 
background not only to make it darker compared 
to the subject but to also enhance the visual of 
the light on her subject making it seem like she 
used ligh6ng equipment, this has an amazing 
effect on the photo and the use of vigneBe in her 
work also helps bring focus onto her subjects and 
has great effect with the style of edi6ng she goes 
for with her photos. Her work also reminds me of 
Bella West and her work the way how the use of 
natural ligh6ng is the core part of their work 
making for extraordinary images that are eye catching and beau6ful pieces of work to 
admire. 

From the work of Tereza Vlckova I know what style of edi6ng I think I want to go with for my 
final images in this project. With my edits I plan to use separate my background and subjects 
using masking tools so I am able to make my subjects stand out with a higher exposure to 
the background. 
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The use of Bokeh in Margo Ovcharenko’s work is something I am looking at when I want to 
add it into my own work, the use of it i’snt so dras6c you can’t see the background but just 
at the right amount where you can see the loca6on and make out where the photo was 
taken. The colours are kept nicely with the amount of bokeh and it’s not over the top. 

As visible in this example of work from Margo Ovcharenko, it’s subtle and doesn’t overthrow 
the photo. What I also like about this piece is the colour matching to the background 
through what the subject is wearing, it makes the scene feel more part of the image and 
gives the photo more character. The sharpness and clarity of the subject are also some of my 
favourite things about this portrait shot, the whole subject is in focus and you can see their 
expression as clear as you was actually there. 

These are all things I want to incorporate into my own work and final images for this product 
as I think it’s something clients would be looking for when they’re in search of a 
photographer to do their portraits or looking for a photographer to do adver6sement work 
with models. 
The work is quite the opposite to the previous photographer Tereza Vlckova as in she was 
puXng all the focus in on the subject and even lowering things like satura6on to make the 
background more faded compared to the subject where as Margo Ovcharenko keeps a more 
colourful background but s6ll keeps the subject more lit. 
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Yousuf Karsh is a historic Canadian 
photographer that specialised in portrait 
photography and captured many iconic photos 
of people such as Winston Churchill, Queen 
Elizabeth the second and Albert Einstein.


His work was phenomenal and is still used 
today for example his work is on the countries 
currency.


What I like about his photos is that their raw 
looking and very powerful portraits, the 
expressions on the subjects face and how he 
captures said expressions. You can see all the 
details in the skin on his subjects faces for 
example how the mens faces are withered and 
it’s capturing who they are as a person.


The lighting in his portraits is amazing for what 
was available at the time, through his images 
you can see the reason why such people as Martin Luther king approached 
Yousuf Karsh for his work in portrait photography.


The use of separating the subject from the background is also present in 
Yousuf Karsh’s work which is something I find desirable from his work, the 
shadows are also something I aspire to get on a level of with my own work.


 

º 
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From the last two photos you can see the difference in his work on capturing a male subject 
and a female subject, you can see the use of soWer ligh6ng on the female making it more 
feminine and a more asser6ve, dominate posture and expression on the subject. Through 
this you can see how Yousuf Karsh knows how to produce striking portraits. 

Arnold Newman another historic photographer 
who takes dramatic portrait photos, his work is 
well thought out for example this picture of 
Alfred Krupp a Nazi in world war two. You can 
see how he’s carefully placed his subjects and 
posed him right in the centre of the shot, he 
used his lighting and made him look like a 
sinister person. This is an example of how 
photography can be very powerful tool to 
produce dramatic authentic images.


He also captured images of other people such 
as Picasso and Frank Lloyd Wright. The way 
these historic photographers have taken 
striking images is something I want to bring 
into my final images for this project, I want my 
subjects to be main priority when the image is 
being viewed by an audience or potential 
client.
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For my final work I first went to Birmingham 
and took some trial photos to where I wanted 
to go with my final images. These images 
attached are what I ended up with and I didn’t 
particularly like them, I tried both colour and 
black and white edits and neither were results 
I was happy with. Although they’re good 
photos it’s not what I want to put in my 
portfolio for people to view.


From this first one you can see how I was 
using the bokeh and it looks good but I think 
the choice of black and white isn’t the right 
direction for me.


The coloured option isn’t enough Bokeh for 
what I’m looking for and also the angle I took 
the photo isn’t the right choice for the subject, 
it would have been much better at a more 
head level angle.


Also the choice of location could have been 
better since this is more of an industrial area 
that was more quiet and I’m looking for more 
urban backgrounds.


My final shoot will take place in Liverpool and 
I’m more sure of how I want things to look.
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After the shoot in Liverpool I edited my photos and ended up with a total of 
thirteen final images and more but I’ve only chosen to include the best thirteen 
in my physical portfolio, with the editing style I have used it is exactly the look 
I was going for, to accomplish this style I used the masking tool to select the 
subject and separate them from the background in order to lower the exposure 
and saturation of the background I also higher the contrast of the background 
to give more depth to it through the bokeh effect around the subject. I then 
adjusted the subjects exposure and other sliders such as de haze and clarity.


This first image is exactly the type of composition I was talking about at my 
planning stage, by that I mean the background choice is urban took in 
Liverpool and it compliments the subject and the colours he’s wearing. The 
added vignette effect really brings the focus onto the subject bringing the 
desired effect I wanted.


The use of separating the subject also enhances the natural lighting in the shot 
making it look and feel as if lighting equipment was used, this is what I was 
looking at in the work of Tereza Vlckova and the way she used after effects 
such as masking to enhance the natural lighting in the image. What I liked 
about this photo was that it doesn’t follow the rule of thirds but suits it so well 
and it gives more depth to the photo with the subject being in the centre.
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With the second image I wanted to refer back 
to when I was speaking about using props in 
my images to put some context into them 
and make them even more interesting to view 
and admire. What I like about this particular 
image is by adding the prop of the flowers it 
make you wonder what the subject is thinking 
about, the natural lighting in the image 
creates a very moody Aesthetic that 
enhances the portrait significantly. The 
expression on the subjects face really adds 
to the moody Aesthetic that I aimed to 
capture. 


The expressions in this image reminds me of 
Arnold Newman’s work and how he captured 
the expressions in his subjects.


The way these images turned out with the 
subject popping from the background is 
exactly the look I was going for with my final 
work.


This next image is shot in a second location 
with the subject sitting on some steps, I 
thought this pose was a good dominant 
sitting position for the model for a lower 
shooting angle and gives the photo character.


The use of masking tool was applied on all 
the photos taken to keep consistent results 
throughout the portfolio and so they can be 
recognised as one set of photos.
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With my next photos I wanted to do something 
with the idea of using smoke bombs and 
getting a similar effect as what Geoffrey H. 
Short had in his photos of the explosions, this 
first photo is taken with a pink smoke bomb 
and the subject doing a pose as if she was 
creating this smoke and posting it away. 


The angle choice for this photo was intended 
to make the subject look powerful and doing 
doing something dramatic as getting a low 
angle makes the subject look larger than they 
actually, which again creates a more dramatic 
look.


I followed this up with two more shots of a 
different subject with more smoke bombs this 
time and these images turned out how I 
described I imagined the shots looking in my 
research of Geoffrey H. Short.
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What I love about these images and the way they’ve turned out is the colours 
in the smoke and how the black smoke adds a mystical element to the 
composition, it also adds texture to the photo almost like a painting with layers 
making it seem as if you can touch the smoke. The way the smoke wraps 
around the subject makes for an interesting element that makes the subject 
look like they’re on a cloud.


This image is an example of what I didn’t use for my final work due to the 
subject being too concealed by the smoke making it not suitable for the 
portfolio I’m putting together.


Although I like the photo and the colours blending together in the smoke the 
smoke is too thick.
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This next image has natural lighting that I 
think turned out really well, I love the soft 
light that’s being exposed to the subject 
and the shadows that are being casted. 
The way the subject is sticking out from 
the background is so subtle but dramatic, 
the colours the subject is wearing matches 
the background and are quite neutral but 
they still have a good impact on the tones 
in the rest of the composition. Like the 
work of Yousuf Karsh I’ve used soft 
lighting on the subject even though it’s 
more of a powerful assertive pose, this is 
due to soft lighting being more 
complimentary to a female subject.


With the second photo even though the 
subject is wearing the same neutral 
clothing the natural lighting is more 
dramatic and with the subjects hair around 
her face it’s giving her a more hard look 
showing that the lighting has a big impact 
on the way the subject is perceived.


What I like about these two images is that 
they show both sides how a. Subject can 
look depending on lighting situations and 
also shows the skill of being able to make 
a subject seem a certain way.
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With the next two images I wanted something 
more bright and vibrant to further 
demonstrate the use of colour in my work, I 
wanted more of a softer look to add a bit of 
variety to my final work portfolio.


With the natural lighting you can see how 
vibrant it is just from it bouncing of the 
subjects hair, and also being able to see the 
direction of the lighting casting the shadows.


With the second photo the way it’s angled 
makes the subject seem further away based 
on the way she has her arm adding depth to 
the image and making the composition more 
interesting. 
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With this image the use of a striking pose was 
used due to the clothing the subject was 
wearing, I wanted the subject to seem 
intimidating but still used soft lighting 
technique to compliment the subject. What I 
liked about this photo was the green the 
subject is wearing, it makes her stick out from 
the grey and white tones in the background, it 
makes the subject seem important and the 
main focus like a protagonist in a movie.


The expression on subjects face makes you 
think of what it is she’s looking at and what 
she’s going to do next. Due to the subject 
being tall I think taking this photo at a lower 
angle really compliments her and adds to the 
dominant effect I was going for with this 
photo.


I think the brightness is perfect due to the 
colour of the subjects hair, if it was any darker 
it might bring confusion for the audience.


The composition is purposely shot with the 
subject to the left so you can vaguely see 
down the street from the subject adding that 
depth to the image.


With my final two images a more candid style 
was my goal to show the subject in a natural 
state with gentle poses, the wood around the 
subject in the composition blends in nicely 
with the clothing she is wearing and windows 
in the background add an interesting concept 
to the image. I include two photos with two 
separate poses due to them looking good 
together.


The way the soft lighting comes into the scene 
gives the image a gentle moody aesthetic that 
suits the subjects skin tone and complexion.
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For my feedback on my final images I sent all of the portfolio to various people 
and gathered their feedback.


“All these pictures look really sharp and 
focused on the individuals in them. It’s as if 
everything else in the photo compliments and 
brings the subject to your eyes. The photos 
feel really personal, like we’re being fed small 
snippets of something larger, a lot of these 
pictures look like people going about mundane 
parts of their lives but I get the impression that 
there’s more emotion behind the eyes of your 
models, like they’re dying to tell a story, I kinda 
get tragedy vibes to be honest. Like they have 
a sad story to tell.” - Charlie Godden


“Very much enjoying these photos. The 
sharpness of the subject is something that’s 
really enjoyable to look at in my opinion. The 
photos have a very high production value, 
they’re a good mix between profession but 
passionate, it doesn’t feel corporate or 
soulless in any way. The images with the 
smoke flairs are awesome displays of bold 
colors that are pure fun to ogle at. The images with the subjects without 
smoke show a large variety to me. Some photos looks aggressive and 
brazen, others are more subdued with a more “light” feel to them. I love the 
tone set by all these photos. Each subject has a different theme and tone, but 
they’re all equally well done. From skin tones to facial features, you don’t 
miss a beat and make all the right parts of the subjects pop to the forefront in 
relation to the tone of the picture.”              - Quentin Van`Deutekom


“First of all, all of these photos look like they come from a magazine, they're 
so high quality. I love the heavy use of contrast as I use it a lot myself, in my 
opinion it gives it that dark feel, yet you've managed to master it in such a 
way that its still vivid and not too grungy which is really impressive.

The depth of field is perfect in every photo, your focus on the subject is on 
point, the background doesn't distract me/take my focus away from the main 
subject. The vibrant lighting makes each photo pop.

I love the natural colors in the difference in skin tones.

The backgrounds, environment and clothing all match each photo perfectly.” 
- Tj Dean
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From this feedback I can see that I have produced high quality work that is 
very desirable and has been called a Professional standard, I’m overly pleased 
with this feedback and it has made me realise the work I have put into this 
project has shown.


I think for my next project I need to improve my planning techniques and write 
down my progress as I go through a project, I think this project has increased 
my knowledge of techniques and processes available to me and has opened 
my eyes to what I can do as a photographer.


From this work I have produced I have found what subject I really enjoy 
shooting and I have also found the type of style I wish to pursue further in my 
journey as a photographer.
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